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We launched the Target Accelerator Program in 2014 in India 

to foster a culture of open innovation and create solutions for 

today’s rapidly changing retail environment. 

We are constantly on the lookout for transformative technologies 

and have mentored over 50 startups across diverse areas 

such as store and digital experience, owned-brand sourcing 

& development, marketing, creative, sustainability, operations,

and supply chain operations.

Through the 16-week program, the startups develop, test and 

scale their ideas by engaging with Target Leadership.

If you want to know more about us, head to our website: 

https://targetaccelerators.com/programs/target-accelerator-

program-india/

At Target, innovation
and inspiration are
at the heart of everything
we do in the service
of our guests.
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BIGTHINX

At a time when the greatest luxury, perhaps, is 
to eliminate all in-person interactions and 
physical touch points, brands have been forced 
to reinvent the wheel when it comes to ensuring 
guests can experience virtual �ttings that are 
reliable and accurate. Using just two full-length 
photos taken on a smartphone, BigThinx’s 
AI-based solutions, Lyfsize and Ly�ike, 
accurately predict body shapes and sizes. With 
motion detection technology, users can see 
how out�ts look on themselves, as well as the 
minute details of textures and patterns. It also 
o�ers digital models and virtual photoshoots
that enable brands to shoot catalogs and

organize virtual runway shows at a fraction of the cost. 
Bigthinx’s body scanning technology is also being trialled 
by �tness institutions in Europe to monitor body size changes, 
body fat percentage, and a host of health factors.

Website : 

http://bigthinx.com/ 

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 

Bengaluru, India

Chandralika Hazarika Shivang Desai
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/chandralika-hazarika/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shivangadesai/


rightbot

The warehouse automation market is going 
through a very exciting period of growth, 
driven by a consumer demand for shorter 
delivery times and the rising complexity and 
convergence of today’s distribution channels. 
Rightbot builds plug & play, swarm robotics 
systems for ful�lment in emerging economies. 
It is a full-stack warehouse automation and 
AI-driven robotics platform. 
Their solution generates attractive guest ROI 
even in low-wage economies with highly 
dense warehouses. 

Website : 

https://rightbot.in/

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 

Bengaluru, India

Anurag Dutta Abhinav Warrier
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/anurag-dutta-3078016
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhinavwarrier/


rocketium

Most of today's online experience is visual. 
Design creates a massive impact across the 
entire customer lifecycle. So, Marketing and 
Design teams need a better way to create 
various types of visual content faster and at a 
lower cost. Rocketium is a creative automation 
platform that helps businesses improve in-app 
and website conversions through video and 
display banner automation. It allows teams to 
produce images and videos at a massive 
scale and in various di�erent video formats. 
The solution also helps reduce creative delays 
and the cost of such campaigns. 

Bengaluru, India

Satej Sirur Anurag Dwivedi

Website : 

https://rocketium.com/  

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/satejs/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anuragdwiv/


Textile Genesis

Many global brands have set ambitious 
sustainable-�ber targets. However, they lack 
the processes and tools needed to implement 
�ber-to-retail traceability. TextileGenesis uses a 
Blockchain-based platform to e�ect radical 
transparency through the ‘digital accounting’
of sustainable �bers at an article/SKU level. 
It combines a traceability data protocol,
�bercoins technology (patent pending) and 
forensic audits to build a scalable enterprise 
solution for transparency. The industry-leading 
platform is an outcome of intensive discussions 
with the entire apparel supply chain – 
right from �ber producers and fabric mills to 
dyeinghouses, garment makers and retailers. 

Hong Kong, China

Amit Gautam Akanksha Sharma 

Website : 

https://textilegenesis.com/ 

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/amit-gautam-154a49/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akanksharma/


BYOND XR

In the digital age and with the pandemic 
a�ecting how we operate businesses globally, 
brands are looking for immersive shopping 
experiences for their guests to give them a 
store-like experience in the comfort of their 
home. ByondXR transforms commerce 
processes through immersive experiences 
that increase engagement, conversion and 
return on investment. Its Immersive 
Commerce Platform enables retailers and 
brands the creation of a new breed of virtual 
stores and virtual showroom experiences that 
add a new dimension to online experiential 
retail, making it interactive, visual and engaging. 

Petah Tikva, Israel

Noam Levavi Eran Galil

Website : 

https://www.byondxr.com/ 

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/levavi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/galileran/


Clairco

The air quality monitoring and puri�cation market 
is �ooded with expensive, space-consuming 
hardware that lacks actionable intelligence. 
Clairco’s patent-pending technology o�ers smart 
and a�ordable air quality monitoring and 
puri�cation solutions that upgrade existing 
air-conditioning and ventilation units with smart 
puri�cation capabilities by retro�tting them with 
low-drag air �lters. It uses data generated by its 
connected devices to power its machine 
learning algorithms and manage the quality of air 
in indoor spaces by continuously monitoring, 
comparing and improving air quality. 

Bengaluru, India

Ayush Jha Udayan Banerjee

Website : 

https://www.clairco.in/  

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/aayush-jha/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/udayan-banerjee-060290/


Factri.Ai

Industry 4.0 solutions need to be more 
human-centric, particularly in countries like India 
where human beings make up a large part of the 
manufacturing workforce. Factri.AI provides 
manufacturers and other businesses with a smart 
assistant on their digitization journey. Its DataWiz 
Platform re-imagines tracking the shop �oor by 
using o�-the-shelf mobile devices and contactless 
technology. It captures detailed order data using 
NFC, QR, and image recognition to improve data 
quality and provide access to real-time reliable 
operations data. An AI/ML engine overlay on this 
results in a smart assistant. 

Bengaluru, India

Srihari Murthy Hitanjan Sarkar Adrian Pinto

Website : 

https://www.factri.ai/

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/sriharimurthy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hitanjan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adrianrpinto/


threedy.ai

Guests often shy away from buying 
something online as they can’t try it on. While 
retailers are leveraging Augmented Reality 
(AR) to help guests understand the �t and 
size, 3D product coverage online is limited as 
the creation of 3D models of products is 
expensive and time- consuming. Threedy.ai 
uses computational geometry and arti�cial 
intelligence to help businesses generate and 
scale 3D content. Threedy.ai's �rst product, 
Threedy Convert automatically turns ordinary 
2D product photos into quality 3D models 
across a growing number of categories. The 
solution also provides an AR-preview of the 
auto- generated models using WebXR. 

San Francisco, USA

Nima Sarshar Rohan Kekatpure

Website : 

https://www.threedy.ai/ 

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/nimasarshar/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohankekatpure/


Solutum

The world produces 400 million tons of plastic 
every year, half of which is single-use. The annual 
cost of plastic pollution runs into a staggering $139 
billion. Solutum aims to eliminate single-use plastic 
from our environment by substituting it with their 
novel product, which looks and feels like plastic but 
is made of an environment-friendly material that is 
100% biodegradable. Using water, it biodegrades 
to CO2, H2O and biomass, leaving behind no toxic 
residue. Products created using the compound 
include packaging, bags, shrink wrap, etc. More 
importantly, it can be manufactured using existing 
machinery used to create plastic products, 
thereby avoiding incremental costs. 

Tel Aviv, Israel

Yaron Sheinman Sharon Barak

Website : 

https://www.solutum.co/

LinkedIn pro�le of founders : 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/yaron-sheinman-291399/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sharonbarak/
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